The two-dimensional Coulomb gas, consisting of positive and negative charges, has attracted consider- ' able attention. ' The primary reason is its equivalence to the statistical mechanics of vortices that appear in the planar X-Y model. The critical properties of this gas were presented by Kosterlitz and Thouless' and by Kosterlitz' using Ignoring the last point, the Coulomb gas is equivalent to the sine-Gordon field theory specified by the Lagrangian Lso = -'(V'q')' -K cos(4e pq') ' 'q' SG P = I/ks T, q is the magnitude of the charge on each particle, and K is related to the fugacity. Coleman showed that this theory does not have a ground state for Pq2~2. Pq'=2 is precisely the fixed point of Refs, 1 -3. 
Normal ordering with respect to m is explicitly indicated. In order to isolate the singular part of Eq. (7) we bring the two terms in the integrand to a common ordering. Aside from terms finite in the~0 limit we obtain the singular part of Eq. 
